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ABSTRACT

Juvenile polyps (JPs) are common, developing mostly as solitary, hamartomatous lesions in the colorectum, and principally affect
pediatric patients. Solitary JPs are recognized as benign, with a negligible malignant transformation rate. Primary signet ring cell
carcinoma is a rare type of colorectal cancer (0.1%–2.6%) that presents mostly at an advanced stage in younger patients and affects
the right-sided colon, with extensive lymphatic invasion and peritoneal dissemination, resulting in a poorer prognosis compared
with conventional colorectal cancer. We report a rare case of signet ring cell carcinoma in a solitary JP treated with endoscopic
mucosal resection.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the USMulti-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer provided guidelines for preventing colorectal cancer (CRC).1-3

The guidelines provided comprehensive guidance on monitoring patients with juvenile polyposis syndrome (JPS) caused by a
germ line pathogenic variant of SMAD4 or BMPR1A. In the guidelines, JPS is associated with a risk factor of CRC carcino-
genesis, whereas solitary juvenile polyps (JPs) are generally not regarded as premalignant. One study of 78 JPs from 12 patients
with JPS and 34 patients with JPs reported that dysplasia was present in 31% of the polyps from patients with JPS, but in none of
the polyps from patients with JPs.3,4 Thus, JPs has been considered not to be a precancerous condition to the present, whereas
patients with JPS are at increased risk of cancer principally in the stomach and colon with a cumulative lifetime risk of CRC
reaching 38.7%.3,5 Therefore, how to manage these similar pathogenic conditions has been markedly different. We question
whether gastroenterologists should regard solitary JPs as non-neoplastic and report a case that provides evidence to the
contrary.

CASE REPORT

A 45-year-oldman tested positive for fecal occult blood on routine screening during an annual medical checkup and underwent
colonoscopy, which revealed a pedunculated lesion in the rectum, 10mm in diameter, with erythematous changes and erosions
(Figure 1). We diagnosed the lesion as a solitary JP owing to the mucosal surface pattern of a round, lobulated, hyperemic head
with white patches with no abnormal vascularity or surface pattern on narrow band imaging (Figure 1). Endoscopic mucosal
resection was performed. Histopathology of the resected specimens showed diffuse signet ring cell carcinoma (SRCC) at the
polyp head, including multilobulation, mixed with normal elements of the existing colonic mucosa, with dilated epithelial
glands filled with mucoid and proliferative connective tissue periodic acid-Schiff staining (Figure 2). The mucinous fluid in the
tumor cells was immunohistochemically positive for p53 and periodic acid-Schiff staining (Figure 2). We diagnosed rectal
SRCC in situ, occurring in a solitary JP. To support the plausibility of the polyp being JP and to examine the mucous trait in
SRCC, immunohistochemical staining for MUC5AC was performed. Immunohistochemical staining for MUC5AC was
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strongly positive in the periphery of the polyp head and
positive in the cystic dilatated gland and SRCC (Figures 3
and 4). Low-grade adenoma coexisted at the polyp head
(Figure 5). No recurrence was seen on colonoscopy at the
12-month follow-up.

DISCUSSION

The term JP was first coined by Horrilleno et al in 1957, and
Morson revealed them to be hamartomas.6–8 Solitary JPs are
commonly perceived to have a low risk of recurrence and
negligible malignant potential. Contrariwise, Ibrahimi et al

Figure 1. Colonoscopy showing a pedunculated rectal polyp measuring 10 mm in diameter. The surface of the lesion is erythematous and
erosive with white patches (A). Narrow band imaging by high-definition endoscopy showing no abnormal vascularity or malignant surface
pattern (B).

Figure 2. Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining showingmucin-abundant neoplasm at the polyp head (A) (red arrows) with the resectionmargin
(black dotted line). The signet ring cell carcinoma component with mucinous cytoplasm showing strong p53 positivity on immunohisto-
chemistry (B) and PAS staining (C) (A: 320, B: 340, C: 3200).
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proposed that solitary JPs have a malignant potential, even in the
absenceof JPS, and right-sided sporadic JPshave a greater potential
to undergo dysplastic transformation from adenoma to carci-
noma.9 Moreover, the largest single-center study concerning ma-
lignancypotential of JPs in adults in theAsian-Pacific areahas been
published most recently. Importantly, they found an incidence of
0.9% (1/107) of cancer and 6.5% (7/107) of low-grade intra-
epithelial neoplasia in JPs exclusive of JPS. They emphasized that
carcinogenesis in JPs may be by an adenoma-carcinoma se-
quence.10 Although first observed in 1951, a comprehensive un-
derstanding of colorectal SRCC is lacking. However, 2 subtypes
have been identified: MSI1/CIMP1/BRAF1/CD31/PD-L11

hypermethylated genotypes in the proximal colon and hypo-
methylated genotypes in the distal colorectum.11 The morpholog-
ical findings studied in 27 early-stage colorectal SRCC cases had
eitherpolypoid (37.0%)orflat anddepressed types (63%).2Todate,
only 2 cases of JPs have been reported among polypoid-forming
SRCC; however, both cases implicated the de novo carcinogenesis
pathway because no adenomatous component was observed. To
the best of our knowledge, our case is the first reported case of
SRCC occurring in a JP with an adenomatous component.6,12

Did SRCC occur incidentally in solitary JPs in our case? We
speculated the carcinogenesis pathway in this case as (i) a

solitary JP-like hamartoma that developed during childhood;
(ii) adenoma developed as a premalignant lesion; and (iii) SRCC
developed by adenomatous transformation according to the
adenoma-carcinoma sequence as the carcinogenesis pathway,
considering the p53 mutation. Whether both the periphery of
the polyp and SRCChave gastric differentiation withMUC5AC
expression is incidental or gastric differentiation coincides in
the definite site remains to be solved.13 In consideration of
previously published cases, newly published reports by Ibra-
himi et al and Dong et al, and this case, we believe that it is
necessary for clinicians to recognize the possibility that neo-
plasms can occur even in solitary JPs and that the traditional
wisdom that solitary JPs do not harbor malignant potential
should be reconsidered.6,9,10,12
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